2013 Future Stars Championships Qualification Process


All-Around scores include the 6 competitive events, plus trampoline, flexibility, and strength scores.

10 Year Old Division: 70.50 AA
11 Year Old Division: 70.50 AA
12 Year Old Division: 72.00 AA
13 Year Old Division: 72.00 AA

General Information:

1. 10 year olds will use the 10 years old Future Stars routines listed in the 2012 – 2016 National Team Program Manual.

2. 11, 12, & 13 year olds will use the Technical Sequences for the 11-14 Age Group from the Technical Sequences Manual for the 2012-2016 Age Group program along with official Future Stars update included in Age Group Competition Program update #2: http://usagym.org/PDFs/Men/AgeGroupUpdate2_2013.pdf

3. 9 year olds will be allowed to compete in the 10 year old division at Regional Future Stars to qualify to the FS National Championship. 9 year olds who qualify will be allowed to compete at the FS National Championship in the 10 year old division.

4. 9 year olds will not be allowed to advance to compete optionally in Level 8 regardless of score.

5. Only 10 year olds will be considered for approval to Level 8 competition. Ten year olds will be allowed to compete Level 8 based upon recommendation from the Junior National Coaching Staff following the completion of the Future Star National Championships.

6. Trampoline scores as well as Strength and Flexibility will be used along with the Technical Sequences to determine ranking and selection to the Junior National Development Team at the 2012 FS National Championship. Trampoline will count toward the qualifying score for advancement to the Future Star Nationals.

7. The final ranking and determination of athletes advancing to the National Future Stars Championships from the Technical Sequences scores at the Regional Evaluation will be approved by the Junior National Coaching Staff (JNCS) member (or JNS representative assigned by the Junior Olympic Program Coordinator) presiding in each Region and the Regional Chairman.